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CIRCULAR TO PARENTS  
[All Classes] 

                                                       
Dear Parents, 
Greetings from Indian School Wadi Kabir! 
 
Empowering Minds, Enriching Lives: Nurturing Excellence  
At our esteemed institution, we are steadfast in our commitment to delivering a value-centric, exceptional education that 
fosters holistic student development. As partners in this enriching journey, your pivotal role significantly contributes to our 
pursuit of educational excellence. As one of the most reputed educational institutions in the Sultanate of Oman, we take 
pride in upholding the ideals of academic eminence and pioneering innovation. 
 
Striving for Excellence: Academic and Physical Endeavors 
Our dedication to excellence is evident in our students' consistent academic achievements, securing top positions in CBSE 
examinations, and excelling in inter-school literary, cultural, Games and Sports competitions at National & GCC levels. To 
create a safe and inspiring learning environment, we strategically invest in enhancing academic infrastructure such as labs, 
libraries, and recruiting qualified staff with increments and competitive salaries. Simultaneously, we focus on improving 
physical infrastructure, including building renovations and state-of-the-art facilities in the KG, Primary, and Main School 
premises. 
 
Fee Structure Revision: Fostering Enhanced Learning Experiences 
In our pursuit of continual enhancement, we propose a slight revision to the school fee structure in the academic year 2024-
25. This involves a nominal increase of 1 OMR per month per child, dedicated to continuing our academic excellence. These 
funds will facilitate the development of skill-based subjects, ensuring a more comprehensive and enriched learning 
experience for your children. 
 
Skill Modules offered in classes VI, VII & VIII 
Skill Modules of 12 hours duration have been introduced at the Middle School level in the academic year 2023-24. Our 
students have opted for the following Skill Modules: 
Artificial Intelligence/Coding/Robotics                  Financial Literacy 
Information Technology                                           Marketing/ Commercial Application 
 
Infrastructure Fee Implementation: Balancing Academic and Physical Growth 
In alignment with the other Indian schools in Oman and the  directives of the Board of Directors, Indian Schools in Oman, 
and the above physical infrastructure developments, we propose to implement infrastructure fee 10 OMR per child per year 
as an ongoing process designated specifically for infrastructural improvements. This change aligns with prevailing norms in 
Indian schools in Oman and supports our steadily growing initiatives for academic and physical infrastructure growth and 
maintenance. 
Infrastructure Development in Progress: 
 Link: https://youtu.be/ARNyU0gJb0s 
 
Your Cooperation Matters: Sustaining Educational Excellence  
Your cooperation in this matter is immensely valued and plays a pivotal role in sustaining and elevating the standard of 
education we provide. We express our gratitude for entrusting us with the education and holistic development of your 
children. 
 
Thank you for your understanding and continued support. 
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